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Images of

LANCASHIRE
& CHESHIRE RAILWAYS
CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE
MAURICE DART RAILWAY COLLECTION

Maurice Dart
This is a new addition to the burgeoning series of
photographic studies based on images from the
collection of Maurice Dart, Cornwall-based
photographer and authority on steam and diesel
locomotive types. This volume covers much of
the twentieth century through to the end of the
age of steam on railways in the counties of
Lancashire and Cheshire.
Here are rare photographs, many of them taken by
the author, of main line locomotives and private
and industrial lines, many of which no longer exist.
Each is accompanied by the author’s own text,
unique reminiscences of the locomotives that once
ran on the region’s extensive rail system.
Now in his seventies, from a boy Maurice Dart
has travelled throughout much of Britain armed
with a camera, taking photographs of all things
railway. His collection, now numbering many
thousands of images, has been the source of many
small publications and has been used in countless
magazines and journals.
Here for the first time is a comprehensive look
at a major part of this unique collection –
a book that will become a classic.
Also available:
Images of Cornish Railways
Images of Exeter and East Devon Railways
Images of Bristol, Somerset and Dorset Railways
Images of Wiltshire Railways
Images of Hampshire and Isle of Wight Railways
Images of Industrial and Narrow Gauge Railways - Devon
Images of Industrial and Narrow Gauge Railways - Cornwall
also
BR Diesels: Classes 24-31, 40-46, 76 & 77 Systemwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maurice Dart lives in St Austell,
Cornwall. His enthusiasm for railways
has been with him since he first
travelled with a camera back in the
1930s. His own photographs, each
meticulously recorded with locations
and dates, comprise the bulk of a
collection to which he as added rare
and important photographs from
other sources.
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IMAGES OF LA NC ASH IR E & CHESH IR E R A ILWAYS

GWR 4300 class 6389 runs south through Warrington Bank Quay High Level station in the 1930s on
its way back to Chester.

LNWR 6’7½” ‘Precedent’ class 2–4–0 955 ‘CHARLES DICKENS’ stands outside Crewe Works
with a goodly group of older generation railwaymen on an unknown date.

A train entering Crewe from the south during July
1955 is hauled by Edge Hill shed’s 46204
‘PRINCESS LOUISE’.
Locos outside Gorton Works in 1948.

Example of a double-page spread.

At approximately 6am on 1 June 1958 a long heavy northbound Newspaper train waits to
depart from Crewe headed by 46231 ‘DUCHESS OF ATHOLL’ from Polmadie shed.

